A Novel Fuzzy Background Subtraction Method Based on Cellular Automata for Urban Traffic Applications
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Abstract
Computational structure of cellular automata has attracted researchers and vastly been used in various fields of science. They are especially suitable for modeling natural systems that can be described as massive collections of simple objects interacting locally with each other, such as motion detection in image processing. On the other hand, extraction of moving objects from an image sequence is a fundamental problem in dynamic image analysis. Nowadays background modeling and subtraction algorithms are commonly used in real-time urban traffic applications for detecting and tracking vehicles and monitoring streets. In this paper by the use of cellular automata, a novel fuzzy approach for background subtraction with a particular interest to the problem of vehicle detection is presented. Our experimental results demonstrate that fuzzy-cellular system is much more efficient, robust and accurate than classical approaches.

1. Introduction
Background extraction is an important part of moving object detection algorithms that are very useful in surveillance systems. Method of background extraction during training sequence and updating it during input frame sequence is called background modeling. There are various methods for background modeling. Some of these methods such as mean filter [3] and median filter [4] need very huge memory capacity and some other such as Eigen-background [5] and Mixture of Gaussian (MOG) [6,7] have more computational complexity. According to importance of real-time computations in the surveillance systems, improvement the efficiency of simple background subtraction methods is so significant. To this end, in this paper we propose a novel fuzzy method based on computational model of cellular automata for background subtraction and moving object detection. Our experimental results demonstrate that the fuzzy-cellular system is much more efficient, robust and accurate than classical approaches.

1.1. Cellular Automata
Cellular Automata (CA) are a class of discrete dynamical systems, consisting of an array of nodes (cells) of some dimension, n. Each cell can be in one of k different states at a given tick of the clock. CA provides a useful mathematical model of massively parallel multi-processor systems. Each cell can be considered a processor, with the cell states corresponding to the finite possible states of the processor. The processors in the neighborhood of a given processor, P, are the processors directly connected to P. The above could also be describing a neural net, with ‘neuron’ in place of ‘processor’. How to get such a system to perform useful computational tasks, making optimal use of all that parallel computing power, is a central problem in computer science [1].

2. Background Subtraction
Identifying moving objects from a video sequence is a fundamental and critical task in video surveillance, traffic monitoring and analysis, human detection and tracking. A common approach to identifying the moving objects is background subtraction, where each video frame is compared against a reference or background model. Pixels in the current frame that deviate significantly from the background are considered to be moving objects. These foreground pixels are further processed for object localization and tracking.

2.1. Standard Background Subtraction
When the background image obtained, moving objects of the scene can be detected using background subtraction. The simplest and fastest background modeling technique, frame differencing uses the video frame at time \( t-1 \) as the background model for the frame at time \( t \). By applying a threshold on absolute difference of current image frame and background image, moving objects can be detected.

\[
BGS(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } |I_t(i, j) - BG_{t-1}(i, j)| > th_t \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

In this equation, \( I_t \) is input frame at time \( t \), \( BG_{t-1} \) is background image at time \( t-1 \) and \( BGS \) is the result. In standard background subtraction method a hard limiter function is used to determine a pixel is a moving object pixel or no. to improve the efficiency a fuzzy method was proposed in [2] that used saturating linear function instead of hard limiter:

\[
FBGS(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } |I_t(i, j) - BG_{t}(i, j)| > th_t \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(2)

Since the background subtraction output must be 1 or 0 and the result of \( FBGS \) is a real value in range \([0, 1]\), a low pass filter is used for binarization. Therefore, final output can computed as follows:

\[
BGS(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } |LPF(FBGS(i, j))| > th_b \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(3)

Where, the \( th_b \) is a threshold that determines background subtraction was performed or not.

### 2.2. Running Average

The commonly, fastest and the most memory compact background modeling is running average method. In this method, background extraction is done by arithmetic averaging on train sequence. Because of scene illumination changes background image must be updated in each frame:

\[
BG_t = \alpha BG_{t-1} + (1 - \alpha) I_t
\]  

(4)

In this equation \( \alpha \) must be in range \((0, 1)\). A modified running average method for background updating is as follows:

\[
BG_t = \begin{cases} 
\alpha BG_{t-1} + (1 - \alpha) I_t & \text{if } |I_t(i, j) - BG_{t-1}(i, j)| > m \\
BG_{t-1} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(5)

Where \( th_a \) is update threshold and must be less than or equal with \( th_b \). Fuzzy theory can also be used in running average method to update background image. In fuzzy running average method, \( \alpha \) is not an overall value. It is defined for each pixel based on current value of fuzzy background subtraction. In [2] the following equation is used to compute value of \( \alpha \) in each pixel:

\[
\alpha(i, j) = 1 - (1 - \alpha_{\min}) \exp(-5 \times FBGS(i, j))
\]  

(6)

Where \( \alpha_{\min} \) is the minimum value for \( \alpha \). According to [2] for real-time computation it is better to implement \( \alpha \) as a look-up table. So background updating in a given pixel using fuzzy background subtraction will be defined as:

\[
BG_t(i, j) = \alpha(i, j) BG_{t-1}(i, j) + (1 - \alpha) I_t(i, j)
\]  

(7)

### 2.3. Drawbacks of Fuzzy Background Subtraction Method

One of the drawbacks of fuzzy background subtraction method is the threshold value that’s estimated by trial and error [2]. Because of performing trial and error procedure at each frame, the detection time would be increased. Besides, illogical determination of threshold value, results in erroneous moving object detection. Furthermore, detection of moving objects that their gray level is similar to background gray level isn’t done accurately. This problem is occurred because of using a predefined threshold value for the entire image. Whereas, at each step of CA computations, a specific threshold is defined regarding to kind of neighbors.

### 3. Fuzzy-Cellular Proposed Method

In our proposed method, fuzzy background subtraction is done by using cellular automata. If each frame sequence is considered as a 2D cellular space, then each pixel will be regarded as a cell of cellular automata. Based on this assumption, each frame sequence can be modeled by a cellular automata and specific cellular automata rules can be applied on pixels. Regarding inherent characteristics of cellular automata, computation are done independently and concurrently in all of cells.

#### 3.1. Proposed Background Subtraction Method

To overcome reported challenges in this paper we propose a novel fuzzy-cellular background subtraction method. Instead of using trial and error procedure, our approach utilizes a specific threshold value that’s obtained from below equation:

\[
\text{cell}(i, j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } |I(i, j) - BG(i, j)| > e^{-3(m/2)} k \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(8)

Where \( I_t \) is the input frame at time \( t \) and \( BG_t \) is the background image at time \( t-1 \). Note that dividing the difference of input and background frames on 255, gives a number in range \([0, 1]\). In this equation \( m \) indicates number of steps that background subtraction procedure has been performed on this frame. Also \( k \) is obtained by using fuzzy sets. The final output \( \text{cell}(i,j) \) shows active
and non-active cells of each frame. It must be taken into consideration that initial values of \( m \) and \( k \) are set to 0 and 1. In figure 1, \( N \) shows number of active cells respect to all of block cells. These fuzzy sets are obtained regarding to number of the active cells in the purposed block, e.g Low linguistic term is 1 only in range \([0,0.25]\).

![Figure 1 Fuzzy Sets for Determining Value of k](image)

### 3.2. Proposed Running Average Method

In order to have higher recognition rate a novel fuzzy-cellular running average method is proposed. In the proposed approach the following equation is used for determining effect of current and previous frames:

\[
(i,j) = 1 - 0.1 \times \exp(-5 \times \text{cell}(i,j))
\]

By using \( \alpha \), fuzzy-cellular background subtraction will be defined as follows:

\[
\text{BG}_t(i,j) = \alpha(i,j) \times \text{BG}_{t-1} + (1 - \alpha(i,j)) \times I_t(i,j)
\]

### 3.3. Fuzzy Rules for Determining Value of \( k \)

To detect value of \( k \), firstly number of active cells of the purposed block is obtained and then according to the interval that \( N \) belongs to it, following fuzzy rules are used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>If ( N ) is Normal or High then ( f_1 = 1 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule 2</td>
<td>If ( N ) is Low then ( f_2 = A_1 \times y_{1,n} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule 3</td>
<td>If ( N ) is Extreme then ( f_3 = A_2 \times y_{1,n} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) are constants and set to 0.5 and 2. And then by applying below defuzzifier, value of \( k \) is determined.

\[
k = \sum_{i=1}^{3} F_i \left/ \begin{array}{c} n \end{array} \right.
\]

Where \( n \) is the number of rules that have a non-zero output. Now to determine moving object existence in a detection region, we use the following rule:

If \( \left( \text{Sum (cell)} < 0.4 \times i_{\text{ij}} \right) \) and \( \left( k \times e^{(3+m)/2} > 0.03 \right) \) Then

Moving Object Detected

Else

No Moving Object Detected

According to the above rules, if purposed cells don’t recognized as foreground, then mean value of cell and its four neighbors is calculated and replaced by value of under computation cell in the frame and all of these tasks are repeated again. Before repeating the operation on the current frame all of active cell are reset and reinitialized using equation 10. Repetition these operations yield the minimum value of threshold for the purposed frame. Finally if no moving object is detect in the block, we can decide that there’s no moving object in the scene.

### 4. Vehicle Detection Using Fuzzy-Cellular Background Modeling

One of important applications of background modeling is in Vehicle Detection Systems (VDS). VDSs have to process input frame sequence in real-time usually on a general-purpose processor. Generally, VDSs [8-10] use background modeling and subtraction techniques to detect vehicles, because the other techniques have more computational complexity. Our proposed algorithm for vehicle detection is based on trip-line approach. In trip-line approach, some rectangular regions are selected on image as detection regions. Trip-line approach has lower computational complexity with respect to other approach that process the entire image frame. Usually, detection region is a rectangle that its size is equal with size of vehicle image.

### 5. Experimental Results

To compare our proposed fuzzy-cellular method with classic and fuzzy approaches [2], the application of these methods in vehicle detection is used. In our experiment space three different moving objects have been selected:

1. Moving objects that their gray level is totally different from background gray level: both fuzzy [2] and fuzzy-cellular methods are able to detect the vehicle. The rightmost column of figure 2 is related to this type of vehicles.
2. Moving objects that their gray level is a little different from background gray level: classic approach cannot detect the moving object properly, however the fuzzy [2] and fuzzy-cellular approaches, detect the vehicle correctly. The middle column of figure 2 has dedicated to this type of vehicles.
3. Moving objects that their gray level is entirely similar to background gray level: none of the classic
and fuzzy [2] methods are able to detect the vehicle. Whereas our fuzzy-cellular approach detects the moving object accurately. The leftmost column of figure 2 demonstrates this type of vehicles.

Note that in figure 2, in each column figures 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) show results of classic, fuzzy [2], and fuzzy-cellular background subtraction methods respectively.

![Figure 2 Result of Vehicle Detection Using (a) Classic Background Subtraction (b) Fuzzy Background Subtraction (c) Fuzzy-Cellular Background Subtraction](image)

To evaluate vehicle detection system, we used False Detection Rate (FDR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR). FDR shows the false detection error rate that system detects a vehicle in an empty region. FRR shows the false rejection error rate that system does not detect the vehicle in an occupied region.

### Table 2 Error Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Detection</th>
<th>FDR</th>
<th>FRR</th>
<th>Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classic Approach</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy Approach</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy – Cellular Approach</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental results show that FDR and FRR of fuzzy-cellular vehicle detection are 3% and 5%. It shows total error rate of proposed fuzzy-cellular VDS is 9% and 15% lower than classic and fuzzy [2] VDS respectively.

### 6. Conclusions

In this paper some weaknesses of classic and fuzzy running average method for background modeling and background subtraction is studied. To overcome existent challenges we propose a novel fuzzy-cellular method for background subtraction and moving object. One dominant note in this paper is that instead of trial and error procedure we use cellular automata to determine optimal value of threshold. Our system is able to detect all of moving objects available in the scene. This significant advantage is due to cellular automata inherent characteristics. Indeed at each step, the threshold valued is determined according to number of active cells, so moving objects that their gray level is entirely similar to background gray level are simply detected.
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